HELP WANTED

FLORASEARCH, INC.
In our third decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the landscape/horticulture industry and allied trades worldwide.
Retained basis only.
Candidate contact welcome, confidential and always FREE.
1740 Lake Markham Road
Sanford, FL 32771
407-320-8177 • Fax: 407-320-8083
E-mail: search@florasearch.com
www.florasearch.com

Looking to hire?

Reach thousands of professionals in your industry by placing a classified ad.

SOFTWARE

TAKE YOUR OFFICE WITH YOU

CLIP2Go

GPS Tracking of Crews

Metrology mapping software: Microsoft MapPoint and GPS readers.

To Learn more call

600-635-8485

www.clip.com

AUTOMATE YOUR SUCCESS

WITH GROUNDSKEEPER PRO BUSINESS SERVICES

JUST $399

COMMERCIAL

FREETRIAL

FEATURES INCLUDE:

Billing

Contracting

Optional credit card processing

Inventory & Equipment Reporting

And More

Scheduling

Time & Materials
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— COMING IN AUGUST —

LOOKING BEYOND GASOLINE

The very real possibility of higher gas prices, tougher emission regulations and reduced maintenance costs suggest diesel, propane, alternative fuel and electric mowers will become a bigger factor in commercial mowing. Here’s the low-down on the respective advantages and disadvantages of each power source, including a look at what’s in the market now and what’s around the corner.
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